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Determination of the sha pe of an ellipsoid 
The sh叩eof an anisotropic diffusion ellipsoid can be characterized by six 
parame旬rs~ 由民emagnitudes of diffusivity along three principal orthogonal coordinate 
axes of the ellipsoid and three angles (E叫erangles) between the principal coordinate 
axes and the laboratory coordinate axes (i.e. coordinatβs of a magnet) (fig. 2). The 
parame臼rscan be derived丘omDiffusion-Tensor MR imaging at a macroscopic voxel 
scale (1， 2).
How to Measure Diffusion Process 
The diffusion process can be measured by using a magnetic field gradient. In 
the presence of the magnetic field gradient， water molecules with random displacements 
(described as incoherent motion) acquire random phase s副長s，resulting in an 
attenuation of the sp血・echosignal due to refocusing failure (11). 
Because of也.eGaussian shape of the probabili守 distributionof di前 sion
displacements， the attenuation is described as: 
S/So = exp (-bD)， 
where S and So are signal intensities sampled with and without the magnetic field 
grad白nt，respectively， and D is the di伍lsioncoe伍cient(12). 
St，句;skal-Tanner gradient pulse 
For diffusion sensitization， we apply a pair of gradient p叫sesaηanged on each 
side of the 1800 radio-企'equency(RF) pulse in a spin-echo sequence (fig. 3) (13).百le
b-value， which ref1ects也edegree of diffusion sensitization， isdetennined by the 
g江omagneticratio (y)， the s仕engthof the gradients (with an ideal回ctangularshape) 
(G)， the duration of each gradient pulse (o)， and the time interval between their onsets 
(~) according to: 
b =y2G2Õ2(~圃õ/3).
In this c部e，the b factor can be controlled by only p紅出netersof the applied field 
gradients (i.e. diffusion sensitizing gradients). The spin-echo method with the 
"Stejskal咽Tanner"gradient pulse is commonly used for "di訊lsion-weighted"MR 
imaging (14). 
Apparent DiJ.拘:sionCoefficient 
When the a抗enuationis measured合omthe series of images with di官erent
known ma伊itudesofb圃value(at least two different b-values)，也ediffusion coefficient 
D血 eachimage voxel can be calculated. Since there are not only pure diffusion of 
water molecules but also other incoherent motions (e.g. micro..:circulation of blood in 
血.ecapillary network， laminar or turbulent f10w wi白血 vesselsor cerebrospinal畳uid
space) in the image voxel， what we can meas町eis termed an“apparent" di伍lSlon
coefficient (ADC) (15). The conむibutionof the other incoherent motions to the 
di伍lsioncoefficient can be reduced by applying di的 sionsensitizing gradient with 
larger b-values (15， 16).
The apparent diffusion coefficient along也，edirection of the applied diffusion 
sensitizing gradient can be measured. The di的 sionsensitization is implemented using 
one of the gradient devices' equipped in X， y， and z directions of a magnet or by 
combining them， being applied in any desired direction (1，2). Consequentl弘apparent
diffusion coe伍cientsin any desired directions can be measured. 
EffeCl誌{veDijJusion Tensor Deff 
In order to estimate anisotropic water diffusion in white matter， the properties 
of the diffusion ellipsoid (determined by six parameters) should be characterized. The 
anisotropic diffusion process in each voxel can be characterized by the e自己ctive
diffusion tensor (Deなwhichis a 3 x 3 tensor matrix伽 tconsiはsof nine elements (1， 
2). 
( Deffxx De宜xy Deffxz i 
Def = I Deffyx Deffyy Deffyz I 
l Deffzx Deffzy Deffzz J 
Because the e自己ctivediffusion tensor is symmetric for Gaussian diffusio民社 lS
characterized by s江 scalars:three diagonal elements， D叫oc.， De~刀ら Deffzz and吐rree
off-diagonal elemenぉ，Def.勾r，Deちz，De貸yz.
By sampling signal attenuation a食erapplying diffusion sensitizing gradient in 
at least six different no任 collineardirections， these six elements can be deおrmined. In 
o也erwords， the e茸ectivedi自lSiontensor is comple胞dby calculating the apparent 
diffusion coefficients along at least six non田collineardirections (2). By diagonalizing 
由ee宜ectivediffusion tensor，也eprincipal orthogonal coordinate sysぉmof the ellipsoid 
can be constructed (1， 17). This procedure (diagonalization) means rotating the 
laboratory coordinate system， inwhich the app紅'entdiffusion coefficients are measuredラ
and adjusting抗tothe principal coordinate system of the ellipsoid. In this calculation 
process，也reeeigenvectors (Vl， V2， V3)， which are intrinsic to the tissue in a voxel， are 
obtained (1). Their magnitudes (eigenvalues Cλ1， ^2， ^3)) represent diffusivities along 
由民eprincipal coordinate axes of the ellipsoid. The eigenvecωrs have also 
information of the angles between the principal coordinate axes and the laboratory 
coordinate axes (fig. 2). From the parameters of the ellipsoid， q田 ntitativeindices， 
which may reflect physiological and structural features of tissues in the voxel can be 
derived (1， 17， 18， 19， 20). The orientation of fiber位actsin white matter can be also 
determined by estimating the relationship between eigenvectors of adjacent voxels (1， 2).
Mapping the diffusion process in a voxel by estimating the e古ectivediffusionぉnsoris
calledDiffusion-Tensor 1¥在Rimaginε(1).
Basics of Spatial Mapping of Diffusion Process 
For spatial mapping of diffusion process， a total of at least seven images， which 
include diffusion-weighted MR images with the di伍lsionsensitizing gradients applied 
in six different non-collinear directions and an image with也es副nep紅創neters節也e
diffusion-weighted images but no diffusion sensitization (fig. 4)， should be obtained. 
From the di宜erencein a取nuationof signal intensi守betweennon-diffusion-weighted 
and di鼠lSlOn四weightedimages， six voxel・by“voxelmaps of apparent diffusion 
coe妊icientare generated. The e:fective diffusion tensor in開，chvoxel is constructed 
企omthese maps. Once the tensor is determined， various Diffusion-Tensor MR 
imaging based maps can be generated. 
Correction Techniques for Geometric Distortion 
InDT1¥在Rimaging， misregis佐ationa能ctsthe spatial resolution and accuracy 
of diffusion and anisotropy maps calc叫at吋 ona pixel-by-pixel basis (17， 21， 22). 
Main causes of the misregis仕ationoriginate in geometric distortions of each image and 
misalignment by smal1 motions between sampled images. The application of 
correction algorithms is proposed. 
Geometric distortions紅"ethe result of the static field inhomogeneity caused by 
imperfect shimming and by di:ferences in magnetic properties of叫acenttissues and 
the result of di伍lsionsensitization gradient-induced eddy currents (21， 22). For the 
correction of diffusion sensitization gradient・inducededdy currents distortions， the 
application of least squares s位aightline fi包 andcross-correlation functions to血e
diffusion-weighted image has been introduced (21). 
Quantitative Indices. 
Several indices characterizing the diffusion process in tissues can be calculated 
based on formul鎚 thatincorporate the eigenvalues to genera記 quantita世vebrain maps. 
Scalar quantities such as spin densi臥 T1 and T2 relaxation times c副motcharacterize 
specific pathophysiological states in討ssues. In contrast to these parameters， 
quantitative indices derived企omDiffusion-Tensor MR imaging訂ethought to be able 
to measure distinct intrinsic features of water diffusIon in tissues， which are determined 
by microstructural (anatomical and histological) and physiological state of the tissues， 
although the determinants of water diffusion in tissues are stil not completely 
understood. These in佐insicmeasurements allow monitoring brain maturation， changes 
by disease progression， and changes by interventions. They are essential for 
normalization across subjects and MR scanners. They may also help better define 
t出 sholdsfor segmen旬tionalgori也ms. The abili守tonormalize becomes critical for 
conducting multi-center trials (necessary for uncommon diseases). 
The most fundamen包1quantitative measぽ'esare the three principal diffusivities 
(eigenvalues) ofthe effective diffusion tensor (Def)， which are the principal diffusion 
C∞oe 妊伍ici白en:蹴:tsmeasured alon碍gthe three principal coordinates of th恥eellipsoid in each voxel.  
The 仕a低ceoぱfDef(佐回aω，ce(伊De笠町))iおst白heba部Sl包s:6おor付the胞 di悶recti叩on凶lya釘ve町ra勾ged(伊or1おso甘加O叩plおc，
mean) diffusivi句fD〈ve=ρeffxx+ Deffyy + Defzz)/3. Several indices to meas眠 the
degree of diffusion anisotropy in tissues have been proposed. The most intuitive and 
simplest indices are ratios ofthe principal diffusivities (1， 20)， such as the 
dimensionless aniso柱。pyratioλh/Al or 2AJ(Am +λ1)， which measure the relative 
magm卸desof the diffusivities along the longest axis of the diffusion ellipsoid and other 
orthogonal axes. Here， the eigenvalues are sorted in order of decreasing magni旬de
(λ'h= highest diffusivi句T，Am= intermediate diffusivi句r，and Allowest diffusivi守). Since 
simulations have revealed that these sorted indices are statistically biased by noise 
contamination (20， 23， 24)，企actionalanisotropy (F A) (20) is one ofun-sorted indices. 
The F A， the ratio of the anisotropic component of the diffusionぉnsorto the whole 
diffusion tensor， isdefined as 
FA = (3/2)山 ((λ1-Deffavei + (λ，2-Deffavei + (λ3-DetvJ)lβI(λ12+λ22+λ32)1/2. 
For a complete isotropic medium， FA = 0; for a cylindrically symme出canisotropic 
medium (with λ1>>λ2=λ3)，FA=1. 
Graphical Maps. 
In white matter， w前町diffusionis anisotropic and restricted by highly ordered 
s加lC加ressuch部 neuralfiber bundles. Water molecules can move more easily in a 
direction paral1el to the fiber bundles than in a direction pe中endicularto them. By 
estimating a ma伊加deand direction of diffusion pro∞s using Di伍lSIon-Tensor MR 
imaging， the regional fiber s加lC加resin white matter can be revealed. Severa1 
approaches that picture this directional information of the local fiber structures have 













Electric NMR Instruments， Fremont， CA， USA)の基本撮像プログラムusaから
撮像matrixとして256x 128 x 32の3-dimensionalspin-echo diffusion weighted 
image撮像のためのプログラムを作成した(APPENDIX1a) 0 MRスペクトロメータ




により画像再構成matrixとして256x 256 x 64の商像撮像を可能とした
(APPENDIX 1b)。
拡散テンソル計算画像作成プログラムの開発





発用ツール(IDL;Interacti ve Data Language: Research Systems Inc， Boulder， 
CO， USA)を用いて作成した(APPENDIX2) (fig. 7)。
(2)テンソノレ計算用プログラムの作成
Theoryの項で述べたBasserらの方法(1，2)をもとに、拡散検出用傾斜
磁場を付加しない画像と拡散検出用磁場を6方向(x，y， z)=(l， 0，1)， (-1， 0，1)， 
(0，1 1)， (0，1， -1)， (1，1，0)， (-1，1，0)付加した画像からtensormatrixを計算
しeigenvectors(V1， v2， v3)とeigenvalues(λ1> A2'λ)を得た後、それらから















12x12x6mmで再構成画像の空間分解能は47x 47 x 94μmであった。拡散テンソ
ノレ版画像撮像条件はrepetitiontime 950ms旬、 echotime 50msec、8回加算で
拡散検出磁場をかけない画像とb-valueが653.4sec/mm2の拡散検出傾斜磁場を6
方向(x，y， z)=(1， 0，1)， (-1，0，1)， (0，1，1)， (0，1， -1)， (1， 1，0)， (-1，1，0)に付
加した画像の7セットの画像データを得た(fig.8)。
正常rat脳組織標本の作成
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fig. la Anisotropic di血lsionmodel. 
Left， motion (to巾 ousarrow) ofwater molecule (black dots) under ordered s加山res(rods) (e.g. 
myelin sheath， axon in white matter). Right，出eprobable location of the molecule after unit 
time will be within組 el酔oid. This condition is termed anisotropic. 
自g.1 b Isotropic diffusion model. 
Left， path (tortuous line) ofwater molecule (black dots) under no spatial constrain. Right， The 
molecule moves randomly by Brownian motion， resulting in a sphere displacement profile. 
百liscondition is termed isotropic . 
. 
自g.2 Ellipsoid representing diffusion tensor. 
Diffusion properties can be described by an ellipsoid. The ellipsoid can be characterized by 
three variables (eigenvalues，λJ， λ2，λ3) to describe the shape and relationship between the 
principal coordinate axes (x'， y'， and ど)and the laboratory coordinate axes (x， y， and z). Each 
principle axes (x' ，y' ，z' ) are represented by three eigenvectors ofthe diffusion t~!lsor. 百p
radii (white arrows) of the diffusion ellipsoid along these principal axes are (2λ1)川， (2λ2)EM， 
and (2λ2)1危 afterunit time. Diag'Onalizati'On means r'Otating the lab'Orat'Ory c'O'Ordinate system 
anda正ljustingit t'O the principal c'O'Ordinate system 'Of the ellips'Oid (curved ar'Ows). 
自g.3 Stejskal-Tanner sequence. 
In 'Order t'O measure signal l'Os by diffusi'On， a pair 'Of pulsed diffusi'On sensitizing gradients 
(grayish rectangles) is arranged 'On each side 'Of the 180 degree radi'O企equency(RF) pulse in 
spin-ech'O sequence. G is the strength 'Of the gradients that can be applied t'O any directi'On. 
o is the durati'On 'Of each gradient pulse and !:. refers t'O the time interval between their 
'Onsets. 
90RF 180RF Echo 
RF/Echo 
Gradient Pulse G 
色
EchoTime 
日g.4 Steps 'Of spatial mapping 'Of diffusi'On pr'Ocess. 
First， diffusi'On-weighted images with vari'Ous axes 'Of diffusi'On sensitizing gradient (upper right 
r'Ow) and an image with'Out diffusi'On sensitizati'On (upper left) are 'Obtained. (N'Ote: the 
diffusi'On-weighted images at the same l'Ocati'On have different c'Ontrast that depends 'On由e
directi'On 'Of applied diffusi'On gradient.) Fr'Om decreases in intensities between 
“NO-weighted" and “diffusi'On-weighted" images， apparent diffusi'On c'Onstants at each pixel 
are calculated (middle). By acquiring at least 7 diffusi'On weighted images 'Or six ADC maps， 
由ediffusi'On ellips'Oid at each pixel can be fully characterized，合omwhich vari'Ous maps that 













Diffusion-¥Vei!!hted ilml!eS in at least six directions D 
X Y Z XY YZ xz 
Fractional Anisotropy 
map 
fig. 5 Color map derived企omDT MR imaging. 
In血iscolor map， brightness represents the degree of anisotropy and color represents fiber 
orientation (red: horizontal， green: vertical， blue: perpendicular to the plane). Fiber tracts such 
as出eco甲山 callosum(cc)， superior longitudinal fasciculus( slf)， corticospinal tract (cst)， and 







































日g.6 a view of a homemade coil 
A coil is a cylinder shape with 12mm in diameter and 18mm in length (upper left). 百lecoil 
position can be a司justedto由emagnet center by moving the table mounting the coil in three 
directions orthogonally (upper right). The coil and table are fixed to the inside of the magnet 
by the cylinder shape attachment (bottom). 
fig. 7 A window view of a distortion correction too1. 
A difference image (bottom right) between a diffusion-weighted image with diffusion 
sensitizing gradient (bottom left) and an image without di伍lsionsensitization (upper) represents 
distortion by diffusion sensitization gradient induced eddy current. 







自g.8 Obtained images of Sprague-Dawley rat brain. 
Diffusion-weighted images with various axes ((x，y，z)=(I，O，I)， (ー1，0，1)，(0，1，1)，企omupper left 
to right， (0，1，-1)， (1，1，0)， (-1，1，0)，企ommiddle left to right) of diffusion sensitizing gradient and 
an image without diffusion sensitization (bottom) are obtained. 
自g.9 Histological images， immunohistochemical evaluation of day 0 Spra思le-Dawleyrat 




(_*Pu1se Sequence File 
制@併)蹴.s Version 1.15 Crea凶 on7/9/91 at 16:01:54 
#@併)Pa:也=/home/:問。:/omega-scm/omegalppliblpsglSCCS/s.usa.s













difd "diffusion delay" = 5ms; 
(int) difp噛血sionp叫鈎flag"=0; 
必食"diffusiongradient time" = 5ms; 
dif注"x-diffusi岨 g百dient(G/cm)" = 0; 
必fy"y-d出lSiongradient (G/cm)" = 0; 
dif包"z-di血lSiongr冨dient(G/om)" = 0; 
(也t)gr丑可田dgradient flag" = 1; 
(泊。ω:ho偲 "nmnb町 ofechoes" = 1; 
位切1"F 1 Amplitude Calibration File" = " ; 
(出)血ip"RFphase血ip"=O;
fov唱eldofview" = 100.0; 
fovp "phase encode， field ofview" = 0.0; 
fovx呪-fieldof市 :w"=100.0; 
fovy "Y-field ofview" = 100.0; 
fovz "Z-field ofview" = 100.0; 
grdpa句切ddephase adjus匂:r"=O;
gs.ぽ "crushergradient value" = 0.0; 
gsc氏"ぽushergr百dient討me"=2ms;
(出:)gflag .phase 句協odegra必enton/off" = 0; 
(int) grass "gradient echo白g"=O;
(但:int)加 d創18鉛O
(in也出.t)0句pfl"、Ol!邸e卯lse宣a勾g"=O;
plω1 "Fl Phase Cali匂説。nFi1e"= " ; 
pet "phase encode time" = 2ms; 
phl血it[16] "phase r四 lplimit"; 
(也，t)plane "image plane回 d鈎 glcor"= 1; 
ppl "hardp叫sepow<釘level"= 100.0; 
pw "90 deg pulse wid也"=lOus; 。nt)res 'phase偲 coderesol11柱。n"= 128; 
(int) resx "X-phase encode resol曲四1= 1; 
(int)resy午 .phas官encoderesol凶.on"=1; 
(也1)resz"Z圃phaseencode r.偲 olution"= 1; 
rt"gr司.dientramp time" = 500us; 
sm∞.sinc pulse oyo1es" = 2.0; 
sinct "sinc p叫setime" = 4ms; 
(泊。slices"nmnber of slices" = 1; 
slo "slice offset" = 0.0; 
slsep "slice se戸ration"= 3.0; 
spl、oftpu1鈴powerlevel" = 100.0; 
st "slice也ickness'"= 2.0; 
te "echo time" = 28ms; 
(泊。也reed"3D imaging f).ag" = 0; 
ti "inversion time" = 0.0; 
tr "recycle time" = 50Oms; 




-/* Error code 
ONoErrors 
1 i1l句alpl:組 e;mustbe1，2，3，4" 
2 ilegal echoes; must be 1，2，4，8，16，32，64" 
3 辺.egals五倍s;must be 1，2人8"
4 -tel < 0; (check te，sw，cb)" 
5 te2 < 0; (check旬，SW，ぬ，)"
6 gJ油>100%; (chωk fov，fovp)~ 
7 grdp> 100%; (check fov，sw，cb，pet)" 
8 gro> 100%; (check fov，sw，cb)" 
*/ 
(int) E立佼=0;
acq_ mode = 2; /* must be setω2 for multiple QσD)ω明I8itions事/
/*ロush町五stfor multi-echo sequence; ma話mum32 echoes *1 
inti=O; 
intj = 1; 








j = j+l; 
伊mm且=sfl/cf; /* magnetogyric ratio */ 
伺 lxl=gamma*ω1x; 
calyl =伊Z皿 a*ωly;
calzl =伊mma*calz; • 
if (plane = 1) 
ωlsl=ωlz1; 
ωlpe= ca1yl; 
ω1ro = ca1xl; 
gpesl=grA事1.57/(fovz乍 :t*tf*ca1s1);
g苅bsl=(g}潟sl事(resz-1)12.0 ); 
(int) s1res = resz; 




else if (p1ane = 2) 
ω1s1 = ca1xl; 
ωlpe = calzl; 
ω1ro=ωlyl; 
gpesl = grA*1.57/(fovx・戸t噌*ω1sl);
gpebsl = ( gpesl事(resx-1)/2.0 ); 
〈泊。s1res=悶x;







calro = calz1; 
gpes1 = grA*1.57/(fovy*pet句Pω1s1);









calro = calz 1; 
g_pl姐 .e[O]= {3，23}; /* sli関戸ofue，ga:苛;z.=read，gb=g.=必C苛戸=slice*1 
e1se if(pl組 e=lO)
ω1s1=飽 lzl;
calpe '" calx1; 




g_plane[O] = {2ム3};/* ga=gy=r伺d，gb=予(=e1l∞de，gcτz=sli，切り
e1se if (p1ane = 20) 
ωls1 =ω1xl; 
cal戸=caly1; 
ωlro = -CaIZ 1; 
gpesI = grA" 1.57/(fovx.傘pet噌*calsl);
gpebs1 = ( gpes1事(間x-1)危.0); 
(int) slres = r蹴 L
g_p岡市]= {3，2，1}; /* ga=gz弔 ad，g快官=切∞de，gc=伊丹H民事/
e1se if (plane = 30) 
ca1s1 =儲1y1;
ω1pe = calz1; 












g_plane[O] = {1，3，2}; 1* ga司間関d，g'性事z=enc吋e，g円~lice 牟/
Error = 1; 1* i1句;al.planeさ/
if!((歯切のlI(tsIiω:)) /* check if2D or 3DFT da匂匂
(血t)s1res = 1; 
endif 
/.* pet = (grA事l.57)1(叫pe事gp回*fove); **/ 
if(お'vp= 0) /* phase encode， FOVωn be different to fov */ 
fovpe=fmι 
e1se 
fovpe = fovp; 
endif 
gsl = ((grA • sincc .2)1( calsl拳st. sinct .t); 
if頓百ss)
gsrf= (gs.ν2.0)傘 (sinct+ rt) . (1.57/pet); 
e1se 
伊 f=(gsν'2.0)* (s山>1+主t)事 (1.57/gs回:);
endif 
pho = 360 * slo・ω1s1* gsl * sinct牟tflgrA;
phoff = 360 * slsep *ωIsl事gsl* sinct * tflgr.ム
江(slices= 1) 




phl血it[l]=・0.5* phoff + pho; 
si悶 =4∞;













phl出it[l]= 1.5 * phoff + pho; 
phl血it[2]=ー0.5事phoff+pho; 
p出血t[3]=・2.5吋>hoff+pho;
phlimit[ 4] = 2.5 * phoff + pho; 
p出血申]=0.5吋hoff+pho;




bw= 1/(dw事め; 1* specな'albandwi必hcalc叫a匂dfromdw事f
gread=bwl企>v， 1* r，ωd gradient HzImm.傘/
gro = -(grA *greadl伺加，)* grfl; 1* read gr詞ient，note gr貧血g*1 
grdp = gro * ((de +at +rt)/2) * 1.57/pet + gr恥 ;1*readd勾，ha民 notegrfl.り
if恒'dp<・100) 1* check伊 dientlimits *1 







tel =旬・(((pw+ de + at)l2) +詑+戸t);
J 飴2=0.0;
else if律師)
grdp = -grdp; 
tel =teイ((silct + de + at)/2) + (rt勺)+pet);
te2=0.0; 
else if(芦田由。
tel = (1凶)-(1.5ヤw)+pet+g悶 t+((d迫吋ifi伊崎));
te2 = (te/2)ー ((atl2)+pw +de +rt + gscrt +((<必良女五fd)切 fp));




匂1= (te/2) -((sinctl2) + rt+戸t+gscrt +pw +((<必食吋立がdifp));
te2=(お12)・((atl2)+pw+ de+rt +gscrt + ((，必食吋ifd)キ必fp));
也1= (tel2) -(sinct + (rt*2) +戸t+g町 t+((<揃吋i鈎悩fp));



















pd=ト(~仙脚本tの+(pw/2) + de + G叫.)+ rt+ (pet*gra8S)); 
pd=ト ((sinctl2)+ (de +atl2) + (echo.es.te) +rt +武+(pet.grass ); 
pd = pd -(ti + sinct +託+rt+(pポ伊S8);
endif 
pd=戸IsH田町
1* set ero.r f1ags *1 




if(te1 < 0) 
endif 
if(te2 < 0) 
endif 
Error = Erro.r+4000; 
Erro.r = Erro.r+50000; 
gpes = ((grA * 1.5乃I/(fo.vpe*pet叩鎚lpe));
gpeb = (gpes • (res・1)/2.0); 
if匂peb>100) 
Error = Erro.r+600000; 
endif 
gpe3=匂pebsl・旬釘1事(np図.)))傘gflag;
/* run time伺 lculatio邸 arewri抗enaftぽ也.e@si伊事/
@ 
1* alternate phase o.n odd encode steps， to.avoid zero含equencyartifact *1 
qph = (nbc%2)*flip; 
(int) slc = 0; 1* slice.co.田町事/








fl {D pw， Mppl， PH ((nac%2)*180)}; 
Q((nac~也，2)事180);














gc{D sinct， M gs1l2}， 
f1{Ds泊.ct，M.loo， N spl， F sinc(C sm∞)，Rsincr}， 
ph{D sinct， M 0， F ramp(pl 0， P2 P組問it[slc]I2)，R sm叫争
80FT 180B: 
gc{D rt，M gs1l2， F即時σ11∞" p2 0)， R 50}; 
f1 {D pw，M ppl， PH ((nac'l-も，2)*180)};
gc{D rt，M gsl， F rnmp(p1 0，目 100)，R50};
gc{D sinct， M gsl}， 
f1 {D sinct， M 100， N sp阻 .O，F由。(Csincc)， R sinぽ}，
ph{D sinct， M (nac%2) * 180， F rnmpσ1 0， p2 phlimit[sIcD， R sincr}; 
gc{D rt，M gsI， F rnmpσ1 100， p2 0)， R 50}; 
if旬ass&&tsli吋
gb{D pet， M SI刻e，Fs.血.e(pO，C 0勾，R100}， 
ga {D pet， M grdp， F s血e(pO，C 0今，R100}， 
gc{Dpet，M句e3・g町 • .t)，F sin市 0，c 0.5)，R 100}; 
else if頓ass&&也reed)
elseif匂宮崎
gb{D pet， M SI訓e，Fs血e(P0，C 0.5)， R 100}， 
ga {D pet，M grdp， F血.e(pO，C 0勾，R1∞}， 
gc{Dpet，M野e3，Fs血.e(P0，C 0.5)， R 1oo}; 
gb{D pet， M SI刻e，F sine(p 0， C 0今，R100}， 
ga{D pet， M grdp， F s血e(pO，C 0今，R1oo}， 
gc{Dpet，M・gsrt:Fs血e(pO，C 0め'，R1oo}; 










gb{D pet， M SI潟，Fsine(pO，CO.5)，R100}， 
ga{D pet， M grdp， F sine(p 0， C 0勾，R100}， 
gc{D pet， M gpe3， F sine(P 0， C 0の，Rl∞};
gb{D pet， M SI沿:，Fs血.e(pO，C0勾，Rloo}， 
ga{D pet， M grdp， F sine(p 0， C 0.5)， R 1oo}; 
DIFFU8ION PUL8E: 
ga{D dift， M dif弘Fsine(P 0， C 0.5)， R 200}， 
gb{D dift， M difb， F s血巴(pO，C0勾，R2∞}，
gc{D dift， M difc， F sine(P 0， C 0.5)， R 200}; 
T(difd); 
if~街eed 1 bard180) 
gsロm=gscr;
CRU8HER: 
























gc{Dgsぽt，Mgsぽ+gsrf，F sine(p 0， C 0め，RlOO}; 
時 eat(DIFFUSION_PULSE);
ga{D rt，M gro， F ramp(p1 0， p2 100)， R 50}; 
ga{D at+de， M gro}， 
/* f1ip altemates phase on every odd phase encode step */ 
Q(((nac%2)+qph)* 180); 
GARAMPDN: 
ga{D rt，M gro， F ramp(p1 100， p2 0)， R 50}; 
(int) ec = 1; 
if (echoes > 1) 
endif 
slc = slc+1; 


















1* r開 inder抑lse*1 
E恒加の
endif 
gb{D pet， M -gpe， F sineσ0， C 0.5)， R 100}， 
gc{D pet， M -SI施工Fsine(p 0， C 0.5)， R l00}; 
J材"材料材料紳紳材料***mod巡回tion民story.*材料紳特梓特材料特材料材料判事事事
02Feb91:Di鐙lSiongradients added. 
Bugs fixed -p1anes 20，30. G鎚)
25Mar91: Error血g55et (55) 
B喝宣X-5lres斜
28Mar91: Pbase-t1ip t1ag to tlip pbase叩吋d切.code5tepS (S5) 
15伊ヲ1:Bug -pd for 3D (55) 
Mu1ti-echo wi血hard180抑lse
02May91: head紅白瑚led;sinぽ伽mu1ti-slicecha喝吋納




09Ju191: bug in soft 90 p叫se，gs1l2 => gsl (ss) 
路加nder(gb) pu1se added at end of sequenω 
26A1喝91:Upt032切ho隠a11owed.白ush町 listchanged. (55) 
27A曙91:Bug， te2 c昌1ωlationfor 3D fixed. (ss) 
Work-紅.oundfor bug in rep鴎 ista民m回 s.





eぬ0・.n"Enter 2D raw da肱name(，紅白且tJ030604.I)...• 
set SOF = $< 
echo -n "Enter 1st extension (ex. 0)…" 
釘tF1R=$<
echo -n "Enter last e:辺倒lSion(ex. 63)... • 
5etLAST=$< 
echo-n官n回 filenameof戸∞essed3Dda匂 (e丸 3D030604.1)....
setPROC=$< 
memぽyOx800000



















header -i q5 nq 
者heaゐr-incs nc 
h関.der-i nex na 
header -i echoes echoe宮
setnc5 =2 
set zf= 0 
setyesno=n 
putイ*
echo "Proc伺 sing$par 1 *$parヨ句par3image daぜ
setyesno=n 
echo -n "Do you want zerofilling in dimension 1 (y/n)'l ・ 
set yesno = $< 













if ( $yesno = y ) then 
trapmult -p 0 15 35 50 
else 





echo -n ''00 you w祖 tzerofilling in dimension 2 (y/n)'l R 
set yesno = $< 
if ( $yesno = y )也m








echo-n "Pr，∞essing dimension 2 ($numb groups)" 








echo -n "Do you want zerofilling血dimension3 (y/n)'l " 






















; corr _ epl program. 
;JヱZhang2000
; Last change. 5ム2000
; Purpose: 
echo -n"." 
; a GUI tool to corr官官t也.eartifac臼causedby eddy current in 
;也ephase encoding directi∞ofMR EPI inlages. 
; This two functions below are 
; 1ぬ如gedit
国.ginallywri仕切bySusumo Mori， 
: touse it write and read da包
; Jian伊 ngZhang， Last Updat吐 4，19，2000





; bugs， inpart of "APPLY"， fixed. July 2712002. 
corrected也.elast紅g.of'CORRECT'血ncti佃
Becauseof也isbug，。也町previousversions could not work correctly!! 
;ml吋ifiedfor operating on WmOS， Sep 13 /2002 
FUNC百ONFILE:....READY， da凶 le，tdim 
;da凶 leis the name of file白紙∞E凶nsall也einformati∞
; about data. 
;pro tensor-，出4 • 
;This pr句~is a main driver to process the diffusion images 
















print， 'x_size，y_size，sliωc_num'， cb， nb， nc 
print， 'num _ fiIes'， num...:邸側




readu， unit， rawdata 
close， unit 
















get_1un， unit 。penr，unit， filename 
readf， unit， damy 
if~品myne也.tafile直面的也.engoぬ，回ほ end
readf， unit， datafiIe_na血 B
戸国，'da抱fiIename'，ぬ:tafile_ name 
r偲dt:unit， damY 




fori=1， ss[O] do b句包








































;write也.einformation about the data into h伺 dぽ血.e
get_lun， unit 
openw， unit， h聞 der二飢えname
F泊.t:unit，也飽filename'
printf， unit， da也ー 血e_name
print: unit， ， ， 
戸泊t:unit， 'dimensions' 
for i=O， 55[0] do begin 
printf， unit， 5凹
end 
戸:intf，unit， ， ， 
c1ose， unit 
企問一10，unit 








free _lun， unit 





FUNCTION CORRECTION， img，回ns，s叫 e，sh民主r，dir 



































;if也eartifact is on y direction. 








for i=O， xdim・1don開 one[可]唱t句。late(出g[勺]，yl)
;也m也escaling. 






for i=O， xdirn-1 do nl四 one[ヘi]也知po胸 (newone[*必
;也e也.esh田ring
if (shear NE 0 ) then begin 
y=indgen(y必m)












PROSHOW_;芯仏.GE.也age，w礼idx.xdim， ydim， options 
DEVICE， DECOl¥在POSED=O
判血ageeq 0 ) then retum 
2戸nt，'size of image to be dispJayed'，size(image) 
包mp'司ongrid(:unage，~ y'必m，1);cha略e也e出agesize.










;op世onlwhile it eψa1s 1， it明E必splay也eimage， 2 itwill display 
;也econtour，





























c∞tour， t_imagel， XSTYLE=12， YSTYLE=12 
endif 
if (option2 eq 1 )也監nbegin




R別CTIONPUT _IMAGE， da国民0がions，idx， g，血age
S円四(必胸t)






if (ss{O] lt 2)也enr，ぬ:un，。
;ifw，田txy血且.ge.
if(options明 0)也enb噂n ;血耳ydirection 
if (idx gt 55{3] )也釦idx.=ss[3]・1
if (idX lt0 ) then idx=喝
if( 55[0] eq 3)也.enbe酔
da国et(*，*，idx同 0噂 id(image，55[1]， ss[2]) 
re加m， 1
endif else begin 
if (g gt 55[4])也.eng=唱(4]・1
if包lt0) then g=O 





if0ゆ onseql)血.enbe伊 L泊yzdir倒 i叩
if (idx gt S5[ 1] ) then idx司 s[I]-1
if(idxlt 0)也.enidx.=O 
if( S5[0] eq 3)也enbegin
da加 et(idx，*， *)司0昭 id(:出age，5[I]， s[勾)
retum， 1 
enc世felsebegin 
if (g gt 55[4])也.eng=55[4]・1






if (idx gt 55[2] )也.enidx河 5[勾・1
if(idxltO)也偲idx.=O
if( 55[0] eq 3)也.enb喝血





if (g gt ss[4])也.eng=55[4]・1
if(g lt 0)也.eng=到。






;ifitis蜘 ady2D image， just re加盟it.




; ifthe必mensionis less than 2， 
if (ss[O] 1t 2) then retum， 0 
;ifWi如 txy国age.
if(op経.onseqO)也.enb噌n ;inxyd註.ection






if (g gt ss[4]-1) then g=冒s[4J・1



















宜伸tionseq2)亀enbegin ; in沼 dir叫岨
if (idx gt ss[2]・1)也偲idx=ss[2]・1
if(idx lt0)也阻idx=O
if( ss[O] eq 3) then b句血
血age=せataset(可dx，*) 
お旬m， l
組 difelse begin 








; Widge event handl釘.
PRO widge也:vent，sEvent ; ev副総ucture.
COl.制ONSHARE1， image1， image2， image3， trans，回ns匂p，sωle，民ales也p，$
5hear， 5D聞説ep，fu1， fu2， xdim， y必m，epi_data， $ 
ref data 










action based oIl也e∞古田回且d:iD.2event. 
temp'吋mage1
ωse eventval of; 
"EXIT":be伊1
;:R!凶torethe info s加 cturebefore d剖 o戸ngevent.top 
WIDGET_CON1ROL， sEvent.top， SET_UVA工DE='蜘 t民加O_COPY
;I畑仕oy前.dgethierarchy. 
WIDGET_CONτROL， sEvent.top， JDES1ROY 











WlDGET_ CON1ROL， sEventtop， JDESτROY 
RETURN 
"EPIIMG": begin 















void=DIALOG _MESSAG町'Theda胸 t必mensi飽 is'+S百 ING(ss[O])，$ 







; void=DIALOG _MESSAGEぞYouhave to change the se胞 gto use different image鎚 reference!ヲ





WIDGET _ CONIROL， sS臨 .wImageTextl;SET_ VAL四 =S祖国司sS匂.te，血agel_num.，周到ち
WIJ:沼町一CONIROL， sStaOO.wImageG血nnl， ，SET _ VALUE=SτRINg(sS匂旬.加agel_gnum，




show_Unage， imagel， 5State血 wIndexl，256，256， sSt由勾出，nl
if(sS匂，0卯 tionO旬。)也，enbegin
flag=get_:田且ge伸i_d国民s8匂，0押低佃5，0，0，image2) 
show _ Unage， image2， sState血 wIndex2，256，256， sS凶 e卯伽n2
endif 













void=DIALOG _MESSAGE(['τ'heda凶 etd血.ensionis'+S官邸町:s[O])，$ 





sS匂匂血agel_max=ss[3];set the data info江田tion.
sS匂匂主nagel_gm皿=税
sState:也lllgel_J戸且x=ss[4];
if (sState_optionO eq 0)也.enbegin






WIDGET_CONI'ROL， sState.wImageText1， 8ET_ VALUE=S官到G(sState.出age1_ num， IPRINT) 
WIDGET_CONI'ROL，地ate.wImag記numl， SET_VALUE戸STR到g(sS包，te血 age1_gnum，




show _ image，血且ge1， s8匂te.dr四 Index1，256，256， sState.勾 tionl
if(sState勾 tionOeq 0)也.enbegin
t1ag;=get_ image(epi_，必ta，sS包t叫値佃5，0，0，image2) 
show_，出age，image2， s8匂.te血 wJndex2，256，256， s8胸.併佃2
endif 













void=DIALOG _MESSAGE(['τhedataset必m回 sionis'+S官邸G(ss[O])，$ 













WIDGET_ CONI'ROL， 5S也te.wTnUlgeTextl，SET_ V:此UE=S百到G(sS匂.te.imagel_num，lPRll町
WIDGET_CONτROL， sS旬.te.wTnUlg'記 numl， SET_VALUE=Sτ京国g(sS匂te.imagel_gnum， ， 
;get the image to be display吐血.eflag tels you地伽
; the operation is successful. 
t1ag=get_ image(epi_ da也，sS包te.option5，0，0， imagel) 




flag=get_ image( epi_ da匂，s8匂te.option5，0，0，image2)
show_:血age，血age2， sState.drawIndex2， 256，256， s8匂もe.opti0n2
endif 





void=DIALOG _1YlESSAGE('You have to change the鎚循ngto use different出ageωreference!う
5S匂te血age2_:富田:=s加旬血agel_num
sS匂te血age2_ max=sState.imagel_ max 
s8匂te位lRge2_gnum司拘te.imagel_gnum
sState.出且ge2__gmax=sSぬte.imagel_gmax
endif else begin 












for i=l， ss[O] do匂mp旬対当emptext+S宮町G(s[i])

























show _ image， image2， sS旬te.drawIndex2，256，256，s8匂te.option2
endifelse b噌n
if(fu2 neつthenbegin







"OPTIONA": b句nt;也.ear包factis in X or y direction. 
sS匂te岬 tio凶=WII渇ET_INFO(:匡Eventid，IDROPLIST_SELEC1) 
end 
"OPTIONB": begin ;show the epi mage or epi-ref image. 
sS包旬勾，tion<Ti明江DGET_INFO(sEvent.id，IDROPLIST _SELECち
end 
"OPTIONC": b唱血;showxy，戸，orzx image. 
image2=O 
sState岬，tion5=WlOOET-'到FO(sEvent.id，JDROPLIST _ SELEC1) 
if(sS包te岬，tion5eq 0 ) then b句jn
s8l司包:e(epi_da包)
ss2=宅島e(ref_da包)
if( ssl[O] gt 1)也.enbegin
flag=get一回age(epi_data，sSta包 opti0n5，0，s8匂匂血agel_gnum押agel)







show _ image，加age2， s8蹴血.wIndex2，256，256， sS凶 B叩姐∞2
sS匁te.血age2_nwn=O
sSt融 .image2_ max=ss2[3] 
endif else begin 
endif 
自句戸get_:出品ge(epi_data，s鋭御勾tion5，0， 5State.image2ー伊国民国且ge2)
show_:註nage，image2， sState.伽.wIndex2，256，256， sState勾 tiα12






if( ssl[O] gt 1) then begin 






if( ss2[O] gt 1) then b句血
ミb
f1ag=get_ image(ref_ data， sS匂.te句，tion5，O，sSta句血age2_gnum， image2) 




















if (s8tate.option5 eq 2 )也.enbegin
ssl=担e(epi_da同
ss2司由(ref_data)
if( ssl[OJ gt 1)也enbegin






if( s82[O] gt 1)也enb句m
f1ag=get_ image(ref_ da旬，s8匂.te.opti∞5，0，s8匂.te血 age2_gnum且age2)





f1ag=get _ image(epi _I也勉，sS匂.te勾，tio且5，0，s8泊.te.血 age2ー伊um，image2)
show_:出age，image2， sS包.te.企awIndex2，256，256， 88也.te勾 tion2
;SS9幻ze(epi_da包)
s8包teimage2_ num=O 
sState.image2 _ Il1!L'{=8s1 (2] 
偲 delse
endif 
WIDGET_ CONTROL， s銃砲.wJmageTex.tl，8ET_ VALUE=8TR到G(s8也.te.imagel_num，1PRll'町
WIDGET_ CONTROL， s8匂te.whnageText2，SET_ VALUE=8百 JNG(sS帥 .image2_num， 1PRll'町
四d





WIDGET_CONτROL， 5State.whnageTextl， SET_ VALUE=S1京別G(s拘 te.imagel_num，IPR酎 τ3
畳ag=get_image伸一data，sState甲山1n5，sState.imagel_num， sState.imagel_伊皿，nnagel) 
show_j出age，im且喜.el，5State.drawIndexl， 256ス56，5State岬柱。nl











if(sS匂.te.image2_ num lt0 )也.enb句血
sSta匂.血age2_num吋
endif 
WIDGET_CON1ROL， sState.wlnllige11制2， SET_VALUE=S1R到G(s鋭由.image2_ num， 1PRlNT) 
if( SState.Op世.onOeq 0)也.en begin 
flag=get_;出呈ge(epi_da匂， SState.押，ti.0n5，5State.image2 _ num， sState.image2 :..Slum，出age2)
endif e1se begin 
出age2=O
flag=get~血age(ref_da匂， 5State.卯ti.0n5，sState.田 age2_ num， SState.出age2:..Slum，image2)
ende1se 








WIDGET_CON1ROL，5銃砲.whnage11岡 2，SET _ VALUE=STRJNG(s8tate.出age2_ num， IPR町τ〕
if(sS匂:te勾 ItionOeq 0) then b噌n
flag=get_image(epi_data，5S包匂中Iti.on5，sS凶 e.image2_num，s鋭鵬.出畠ge2:._gnum，image2)
endif e1se begin 
国age2=O

























show__.匙nage，imagel， s 鋭ate.drawIndexl，256，256， 5 鋭加a瓜te.勾 t凶i必on叫1 
end 
"∞TO_2": begin 
WIDGET_ CONTR.OL， 5S包te.wImageText2，Get_ VALUE=回 p_text，$ 
必~O COpy 
回.p=U1NT(回p_text)
if(加 .p[O]lt 0) then b喝血
国同
enl必f















flag=get_ image(epi _ da句，5State押 ti0n5，5S包te.image2_ num， 5S匂te.image2_gnu凪image2)
endifelse b噌n














WlDGET _ CONTR.OL， 58包te.wCtrIText2，SET_ VALUE=STRING(5ωle，1PRlN1) 
end; 
"8CALE_DEC": be伊
B鴎 le=s侃 le-s侃 le唱tep;








WII泊ET_CON百 OL，s8包te.wC住lTe札 8ET_Y.ι四 =8百到G(sh甜 ;JPRIl'町
組d;
"APPLyn: begin 












































wset， s鋭ate.drawIndex3& tvscl， c∞grid伽p_img，360，360，1)
endif 
if( sState.op世田4eq3)也.enb噌n























副 e=j醐 pa也todirectory for savinμot組.en阻 e.')







CO恥倒ONSHARE1， imagel， image2，出age3;回ns，回ns匂p，scale， s飽 lestep，$ 























;make也.esy坑.emhaveama活mumof 256 oolors. 
numooloぉ=!d.N COLORS 
if( ( !D.NAME EQ 'Xヲor(!D.NA恥fiEQ 'MAC')) $ 
and (!d.N _ COLORS GE 256L)) then $ 
DE羽CE，PSEUOO _ COLOR=8 
DEVICE， DEC01在POSED=O， BYPASS_~SLATION=O
Get the ourrent oolor匂ble
TVLCT，鈎V白浪，savedG; savedB， IGET 
B凶1doolor table from color vectors 
oolorTable = [[savedR]，[savedG]ぷavedBJ]





wFileBu託∞.=WI1到GET_BUTTON(w _ base， VALlJE='File'， /MENU) 
wIr喝Fi1eButtonl=WIDGET_BUTTON(wFi1eBu投:on，$




， v.此.UE='句ensaved image'， UV品田.='OPEN_SAVEDぅ
wImgFi1eBu投on4=WIDGET_BUTTON(wFileB凶on，$
VALUE=可 enSingle Shot data'， UV此 UE='SINGLESHOT')
WQ凶tBu枕on=WIDGET_BUTTON(wFi1eBu伎叫VALUE='Exit'，1NA工UE='E沼町、
;Create也.ewor組ng紅'ea.
wSubBase=WIDGET _ BASE(w _ base， COLUMN=2) 
; Create a base for也ele.食c01umn.
wLeftBase=WIDGET _BASE(wSubBase， IBASE_ALIGNエEFT，$
XPAD=5， YPAD=5，IFRAME， ICOLU1必司)
wFi1eLabel1=WIDGET _LABEL(wLe招 ase，VALUE='No image 10ad叫
wStyleDroplist1=WIDGET _ DROPLIST(wLeftB蹴，VALUE=['白百戸叫e'，$
'Bounぬry1，1NA工UE='STYLELIST1ヲ






wLeft_:叫'_Base=WIDGET _BASE(wL書館a鎚，IBASE_ALIGN_LEFT， IROW， IFRAME) 
wOptionDropLおt1=W豆沼ET_DROPLIST(wLeft_)ub_Ba田，VALUE=['X'，'Y']， $ 
UVALUE='OPTIONA'ヲ
WOP畑DropLis包=WIDGET_DROPLIST付'Left_:叡lb_ Base， Value=rrensor Jmage Only'， $ 
'T，釘闘'rDおtぬ0倒氏iωon'，官攻b主~efCω0且凶touぱt
T曳主.efC。瓜，ou官r佃 h且喝ge'司:]，UVALUE='OP立ONBう























; Then place the draw前dget
吹_left_drawbase=WIDGET_BASE(wLe佃ase，IBASE_ALIGN_C間百:r，"∞LU抽 O


















w_draw_2=WIDGET_DRAW(wRef_B鎚e，XSIZE=256， YSIZE=256， $ 
厄XPOSE_EVENTS;UVALUE='DRAW2'， RETAIN=2) 
w _Jmage_Pane12O=WIDGET_ BASE(wRe仁Ba鎚'，IBASE_ALIGN_C副 TER，1FRAlv1E， $ 
ICOL'[JlI..⑪~ 
w _Jmage_Pane12=WIQGET_BASE(w_Jmage_P:蹴 120，IBASEflIGN_C町TER，1FRAlv1E， $ 
IROW) 
w_Jmage2_B也l=W立X3ET_BUTTON(w_Jmage_P低路12，VALUE='-'， UVALUE='IMAGE2_DECヲ
w_Image_N1.UIl2=阻刃ET_:官 XT(丸岡ge_Paneロ，ADITABLE， UVALlJE.'IMAGE2_NUM'，$ 
VALlJE.帆胤L_EV聞 TS)
w_Image2_B也2=WlI泊ET_BUITON(w_Image_Pane12，VALlJE.'+'， UVALlJE.'民仏GE2_;別的
wc仕立，abel4=WIDGET_LABEL(w _Image _Pane120， VALUE='Grad.ient Selectio的
w _ Image _gn1.UIl2=WIDGET _;百XT(w一Image_Paneロ0，厄DITABLE，組L_E四NTS，$
UVALTA='IMAGE2_ GNU乱r，VALUE='Oヲ







wB包ー C1ose=WIDGET_ BUITON(wCtrIP:組 .e14，VAIλ厄.='C1o喧e'，UVALUE='CLOSEう
WIDGET_CONTR.OL， w _ base，尽EALIZE
;Create也E泊fostructure. 
; Get the index of the graphic w泊dow
WIDGET_CONτROL， w_dr四二1，GET_ VALUE=drawIndexl 
WIDGET_CONTR.OL， w_draw_2， GET_ VALUE=drawTndex2 
WIDGET_CONτROL， w_draw_3， GET_ VALUE=dr四In必x3
sState= {$ 
B泊Down:0， $ ;Mouse bぽt偲 do司I/llflag
op謡曲.0: 0， $ ; wheth，釘use也es虹neimage鎚 EPI組 .dREF or not. 
optionl: 0， $ ; image d.isplay option for也.eeti泊mge
opti∞2: 0， $ ; image d.isplay叩世偲fortheref也age.
option3: 0， $ ; 也.ear姐色ct包inx or y d.irection 
option4: 0， $ ; d.isplay epi or epi-ref血agein叩ndow3.
optio凶 0，$ ; show xy， yz or zx回age.
出agel_num: 0， $; current image 1 slicenumbぽ.
出且gel_max: 0， $ ; maximum出age1 slice number. 
imagel_gnum: 0， $ ;image#l gradientnumbぽ.
出agel_!戸ax: 0，$ ;ma羽田lIDgrad.ient n:磁nrn斑-
image2_n:um: 0， $ 
血age2_max: 0， $ 
image2 _gnum; 0， $ 
血age2_gmax: 0， $ 
命aw_l: w一命aw_l，$
命aw_2: w_命司W二2，$ 
企百.w_3: w_draw_3， $ 
命awTndexl:drawTndexl， $ 
drawInおx2: 命百.wTndex2， $ 
drawIn伽3: drawTndex3， $ 
wFileLabel1: wFileLabel1， $ 
wFileLabe12: wFileLabe12， $ 












WIDGET_CONτROL， w_base， SENSITIVE=l 
WIDGET_CONτROL， w_base， MAP=1 









;鎗出ぽ:_ms4 + philips default da包acquisiti，叩scheme.必ldirecti，個並onefi1e 
L捻nsor_ ms5 m.odified by It.oh Sep 27/1999 
a岨ition datιoutputμrtf'OrEi泊:mg岱
mmOLms6m吋i宣edby It.oh Sep 28/1999 
additi.on data _ 'OUやut戸rtf.or回 .ceimag岱
eliminati'O且 50田 d拘._.output伊rts
;胞凶'Or_:四:_ge.pro，modified by It.oh Ji叫y2712002
; f'Or c'Orrected GE 
;包凶or_ms_ge.pt:.o+担i.J路炉唱えpt:'Oby It.oh A且g14/2∞2
ゴ:thas n.ot checked wheth釘也おworkscorrectly c町n.otyet
沼xedbugs and checked w.orking by It.oh， st手，7/2002










































































;read，'do you want to go 3d vectぽ presentation? y(l) ;'，組S
;if(;組 seq 1)也.engoto，由民eωl

































read，'MENU: 1->D坤，layimages， .run ， 3・〉偲d，4・河djct，S・.>save，6・〉面倒叫叫柑叩 ;'， select 
if (select eq 2)也engoto，儲1c
if~剖.ect 珂 3) 也engoto，叫，-of_pro伊m
if (select eq 4)也engoto， adjct 
if (select eq 5) then goto， save .)t 





if (direction eq 0)也engoto， menu 
w泊dow，O，xsize=S12，ys包.e=SI2







if (direction eq 2)也.enbegin
endif 


























































ma住a= tltarr(n 1，n2) 
te凶O'r_da包=姐加古(4，nl，n2)
fori '" 0， 7*num _ fil回・1dob噂n
b_ma出x(O，l)= b(0，i)^2 
b_ma凶x(l，1)= b(1，1)^2 































aO _matrix(ij) = 0 
ブ"材料follo叫ngvalu関宿官settO'z，釘0'.*柿
t悶 or_da附，ij)=O
t拙 ord紬 (l，ij)= [0馴
lin_idx(iJ) = 0 
pla _idx(iJ) = 0 
sph_i白血(ij)=0 









d=regress( -b _J即位ix，alog(reform(d雌_arrny))，(reform(data _ array))/(av)，yfit，aO) 
d=regress(-b_ma出x，alog(reform(加(九j，*)，alog(reform(血(i，jグ)))/alog(av)，yfit，aO)
d=詑gress(・九四回x，alog(reform(血ωグ)))，repliωte(1.0，n_elemen包(血(i，j*))，yfit，aO，/rela耐えweight)
d_ma出柄引i)= d ;dif tensぽ beforediagona1ize 
aO_ma凶x(ij)= exp(aO) ;aO image 
;柿**.・・diagona1iza也1.帥柿
d_:ぉnsor=[[d(0)，d(3)，d( 4) ]，[ d(3)，d(1 )，d(5) ]，[ d( 4)，d(め，d(2)]]
print，d_t阻 or







med _ d _ ele(IJ) = medi姐 (d_out)
v_direction = d_t，切sor(.，maXl) 
国 ce_val = (d_out(O同 :_out(1同，_outο》
2.柿 .....da也 fぽ vectorpresentati岨帥H・
回 sor_da'匂(O，ij)=聞にd_ele(対)
回 sor_data(1ムj)= v _direction 
;HHH・aniso仕opyindecies ..柿紳
lin_idx(ij) = (max_d_ele(ij) -med_d_ele(ij))/1国関， val 















if加atvr(i，j)gt 1.0)也enma加 (ij)= 1.0 
if加at可(i，j)lt 0)血enmatvr(ij) = 0 
m副d(i，j)=2.0*~血ag^2-dvol^2)
if(ma“dd(ij) gt 1.0)也.enmat岨d(ij)= 1.0 
if(ma副 d(ij)lt 0)也enmat釧(i，j)= 0 
matfa(i，j)=s年t(I.0・(dsurF'2.0)/1仙沼S八:2.0)








sph_idx(abs(whl悶 (sph_idxlt 0)))=0 




tvscl，congrid(reform(d _ ma凶x(1，* .)，256，256)，2 
、tvscl，cO噂 id(reform(d_ matrix(2.入勺)，256，256)，3








read，'go 池田d伽 tensorpresen匂tion?y(l) : '，ans 




























zero _ these = whereQ凶m(勺人mnn_files-1)ltav句め
? ????????????? ? ?
for k=O， nc-l do begin 
forj=O，nb・1do begin 
for i = 0， cb-1 do begin 













的 'egress(-b _ ma凶x，alog(reform(data_i甜 ay))，(reform(data_甜 ay))/(av)，yfit，aO)






m_adc = (d(0)+d(1)+d(2))/3 
d_ma'凶x(*，ij，k) = d ;dif回 sorbefore diag∞alize 
aO_ma往ix(ij却=aO ;aO image 
ナH材料必agona1iza也1材料帥柿
d一位nsor=[[d(0)，d(3)，d( 4)]，[ d(3)，d(1 )，dσ)]，[d(4)，d(:り，d(2)]]
F包t，d_tensor
nr_tre<ロ，d-旬凶or，d_out，e




max_d_e1e = max(d_out，maxi) 
由n_d_e1e=min(，ιout)























if(ani_iゐc(ij，k)gt 1.0)也阻組i_idx(ij，k)= 1.0 












tv叫 c叩 grid(reform(d一四位ix(4九*，ncl2)，256，256)，5 
tvsc1，congrid(reform佐田凶婦人*，ncl2)，256，256)，6 
menu3: 
read，'save (1) or v，号ctorpresen也低∞(2)or goto menu(3)'，組S
if (ans eq 3) then goto， menu 
江(組seq2)也engoto，也re吋.v，ωtぽ
name=" 
戸包t，'outputfile name for vectors : ' 
v_d_t尻町内eform(v_d.3*cb，nb，nc) 
~ store _ sub J，v j唯一.temp，3・cb，nb，nc，name_ w 
v_d_ter昭=1
E垣間s=str_抑制me_w，'.')
戸泊t，'outputaniso _ index fue; ， 
for i=O， nc-1 do begin 
norm_蜘p=in匂ロ(cb，nb，nc)
句'_ma~組i_idx(ザ，i)
E侃'lI1=where((tep_mat ge 0.0) and (tep_mat 1e 1.0)) 
阻止temp(nora1)=1 
endfor 





print，'output eO image file: ' 
name_eO=s住compress(piec鎚 (O)+'.eOヲ
m_sω，re _ sub，eO _ mat，cb，nb，nc，name _ eO
F泊t，'outputel image fue: ' 
name_e1=strcompress(pieces(0)+'.el') 
m_s'旬，re_ sub，e l_mat，cb，nb，nc，name _ el
戸色，t，'outpute2 image fue: ' 
name_e2=鈎 C01:甲ess(Jお悶仰>.e2・)
m _store _ sub，e2 _ mat，cb，nb，nc，name _ e2 






























pro m _store _sub _f，四回x，aム叩ame
池isprocedure store the unformatted m甜 ix to disc 
;modified by Itoh Sep28/1999 
;for Mac by Itoh Oct5/2003 
name吋ialog_pickfile(lwrite，pa也=冗Jserslidlldataltensorl')









pro m_ store _sub， matrix，a， 
;也ispr'ωedぽestore the unformatted m甜ixωdisc
;modified by Itoh S句28/1999
open'呪 unit，name， /get_lun 
for index=O，c・1do begin 
d=ass∞(unit，t1也汀(a，bjnozero) 


















;也isprocedureωU也eunforma技.edma凶xfrom disc to ma釘ix
鴎ad，'numbぽ ofslice?: '，a 
I草ad，'DirectionxNSA?: '，b 
;read， 'how many ma制x?:'，0 
c=1 
四位ix=b抑 r(a，b，c)












pro call_g， x _ mat，y _ mat，slice， ma凶x
ma出向ntarr(x_mat，y_mat， slice町
print，'name ofIMAGE matrix (血凶r)'
n阻e=dialog_が岨le(lr叫pa也=叩S師lidllda凶~ensorjラ
openr， unit， namejget_lun 
for index=O，slice‘7・1do begin 
endfor 
close， unit 
free _lun， unit 







; for display and genera也事TIFFfile of color-map. 
;τk出.ginalpro. was wri仕組bySMori. 
;me凶ureaveADC組 dFA values wi也泊也.eR01 on color-map. 
;ml吋ifiedby R 1to.， A，ug1812002. 
; 1ωtm<吋ifiω，tionofa凶0・m必ngani.file by Rlto.， A，ug21危∞2








read，'n田nberof slice?: '，13 
釦 i=自国r(n1，n2，n3)
v_d=自旬rr(3*n1，n2，n3)










free _1un， unit 


























read，'slice 1∞ation? '，sliω 




旬mpv= reform(v _ d(リグ，s五ω・1)
匂m戸ni= reform(ani(り，sli，ω・1)

















-if finish eq 0也engoto， endoitrogr冨m
if finish eq 1 then goto， display 
if finish eq 3 then goto. tif_ file 
iffu凶hne2也.engoto， select 
put_rOl: 














sd _ fa=stddev(fa _ out) 
;sd_adc=st剖.ev(adc_out)
print， 'Num of data，'，k 
;print，'ADC; m鈍 nvalue，'，m_adc_out，' SD，' sd_adc 
print，'FA;m伺 nvalue，'，m_fa_out，' SD，' sd_fa 
select2: 
sele2=" 
r回d，記le2，prompt='savePICT? [y/n] ， 
if sele2 eq 'n' then goto， r吋is
ifsele2 ne γ也engoto， select2 
tif file: 
print， 'write . pict file' 
wset，O 
path_tiトdialog_pic凶e(/.叩te，pa也.='/Users/idl/dataltensorIPICT乃
pa也:.tif=蹴岨pressゆ血:..tif+'.pictワ
w討te_PIC工pa也:_tif
goto，redis 
endoitrogram: 
retum 
end 
